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One Word Substitutes
1. Yearly return of a particular date

- Anniversary

2. Capable of destroying bacteria

- Antibiotic

3. One who prepares plan for buildings

- Architect

4. One who flies a space vehicle

- Astronaut

5. The story of one’s own life

- Autobiography

6. Assembly of listeners

- Audience

7. Place for keeping birds

- Aviary

8. Art or practice of flying an aircraft

- Aviation

9. Hastily created barrier across a street

- Barricade

10. To shut out from all social or commercial relation

- Boycott

11. Government dominated by officials

- Bureaucracy

12. A partner in crime

- Accomplice

13. A tank for keeping live fish.

- Aquarium

14. One who rules with absolute power.

- Autocrat

15. Government dominated by peoples

- Democracy

16. Man who eats human flesh

- Cannibal

17. Feeding on flesh

- Carnivore
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18. An associate in the same office

- Colleague

19. Living together, especially of nations with different social systems. - Co-existence
20. Extreme dry weather without any rainfall

- Drought

21. Fit to be eaten as food

- Edible

22. One who is self - centered

- Egoist

23. Qualified to be selected for any duty

- Eligible

24. One who leaves one country to settle another

- Emigrant

25. A book giving information on all branches of knowledge - Encyclopedia
26. The animals of a particular region

- Fauna

27. One who believe the fate control of human life

- Fatalist

28. One who champions the claims of women

- Feminist

29. Splitting of the nucleus of an atom

- Fission

30. The plants that grow in particular region

- Flora

31. Large band of stars encircling the heavens

- Galaxy

32. Science of Earth

- Geology

33. Room with appliance for practice in physical exercise

- Gym

34. One who lives with pleasure

- Hedonist

35. Descending from father to son

- Hereditary

36. Serving with pay

-Honorary

37. Art of garden cultivation

- Horticulture

38. Vehicles that rides on a cushion of air

- Hovercraft

39. Practice of forming and flowing after ideas

- Idealism

40. Not able to read and write

- Illiterate

41. About to happen

- Imminent

42. Too old to be remembered

- Immemorial

43. That cannot be heard

- Inaudible

44. That cannot be explained

- Inexplicable
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45. Sure to happen

- Inevitable

46. Art of editing or writing a newspaper and magazines

- Journalism

47. Sound of judgment

- Judicious

48. Extent of person’s authority

- Jurisdiction

49. Place where dogs are kept

- Kennel

50. Party to a law suit

- Litigant

51. Pertaining to the moon

- Lunar

52. List of dishes available in a restaurant

- Menu

53. One who hates mankind

- Misanthrope

54. One who hates marriage

- Misogamist

55. One who hates woman

- Misogynist

56. Practice of being married to one only at a time

- Monogamy

57. Having several wives at the same time

- Polygamy

58. Exclusive possession of the trade in some commodity

- Monopoly

59. Doctrine that there is only one God.

- Mosheim

60. Building in which dead bodies are kept for a time

- Mortuary

61. Building used for the exhibition of objects of art.

- Museum

62. Central portion of an atom

- Nucleus

63. Having infinite power

- Omnipotent

64. Being present everywhere

- Omnipresent

65. Having infinite knowledge

- Omniscient

66. One who always looks at the bright side of things

- Optimist

67. Curved path of a planet, satellite etc.

- Orbit

68. Unbroken view of surrounding region

- Panorama

69. Document permitting a person to travel abroad

- Passport

70. Sole right to make and seal some invention

- Patent

71. One who always looks at the dark side of things

- Pessimist
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72. That can be easily carried about

- Portable

73. A Person who is made to bear the blame due to others

- Scrape

74. A Person who doubts the truth of religious doctrines

- Skeptic

75. Happening at the same time

- Simultaneous

76. Speaking one’s thoughts aloud to oneself

- Soliloquy

77. A piece of music played or sung by one person

- Solo

78. One who spends money extravagantly

- Spendthrift

79. An unmarried woman

- Spinster

80. A place where horses are kept

- Stable

81. More than is necessary

- Superfluous

82. Garden where rare animals are kept for show

- Zoo

83. To waver in opinion or resolution

-Oscillate

84. Being all of one opinion or resolution

- Vacillate

85. Acting of one’s own free will

- Voluntary

86. An expected piece of good fortune

- Windfall

87. A clever and amusing saying

- Witticism

88. Highest point in the sky

- Zenith

89. Perfect and ideal4 but imaginary and impossible

- Utopian

90. Final proposal or warning given by one party to another- Ultimatum
91. A person who has golden hair

- blond

92. A place for storing grain

- granary

93. One who rides horses in races

- Jockey

94. Loss of memory

- Amnesia

95. The art of binding books

- Bibliopegy

96. A place where medicines prepare and give out

- Dispensary

97. A place where money is coined by government

- Mint

98. A person who performs juggling

- Juggler
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99. Ceremony of crowning a new king or queen

- Coronation

100. A person who deceives others by pretending to be someone else – Imposter
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